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Abstract. This paper will introduce the human factors command and control
test bed developed at Brunel University. The system was developed to facilitate
experiments into command and control within a military context. The purpose
of the system is to support experimentation it is not intended to represent a
product that could be used in the field by the MoD. The test bed developed
represents a controlled environment allowing the manipulation of individual
variables. The manipulation of these variables allows researchers to address
fundamental human factors questions emerging from the transition form an
analogue paper based planning process to a digital network enabled process.
Areas of particular interest for this system include collaborative working,
distributed command centres, the flow of information as well as changes to the
command hierarchy. The system consists of a number of commercial off the
shelf products synthesised by a bespoke planning application.
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Introduction
The system described in this paper has been developed for the Human Factors
Defence Technology Centre (www.HFIDTC.com) at Brunel University. The systems
raison d’être is to facilitate the manipulation of variables in a controlled repeatable
environment. The system is designed to support other more naturalistic research
currently underway within the consortium to address fundamental questions on the
way forward for the transition to a Network Enabled Capability (NEC) system for the
British military.
Command and Control or C2 is defined by Builder, Bankes and Nordin (1999) as:
“The exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated [individual]
over assigned [resources] in the accomplishment of a [common goal]. Command and
control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel, equipment,
communications, facilities, and procedures which are employed by a [designated
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individual] in planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling [resources] in the
accomplishment of the [common goal].” (p. 11).
In other words command and control is the product of combining command
(authority) with control (the means to assert this authority) these are the emergent
properties of, “unity of effort in the accomplishment of a [common goal]” (Jones,
1993) and, “decision superiority” (DoD, 1999p. 28).
Beyond the descriptive level, command and control is a collection of functional
parts that together form a functioning whole. Command and control is a mixture of
people and technology, typically dispersed geographically. It is a purposeful
intelligently adaptive endeavour representing progress towards a defined outcome.
Intelligent adaptiveness requires responses to externally generated input events within
a finite and specified period (Young, 1982). In possessing these attributes, command
and control can be characterised with reference to, and understood from the following
modelling perspectives, as:
•
•
•
•
•

An (open) system of interacting parts,
A socio technical system of human and non-human agents and artefacts,
A distributed system,
A real time system, and
An intelligent system.

The system discussed in this paper has been developed based on the collective
learning gained from extensive observations of command and control systems in the
fields of Army, Navy, Air force, Police Force, Fire service, Air traffic Control,
National Grid and National Rail. (Houghton et al (2006); Stanton & Baber (2006);
Stanton et al (2007); Walker et al (2006))
The system allows investigation into the effects on a teams command structure on
its ability to achieve its goals. At present the system represents a chain of command at
three levels (Gold, Silver and Bronze). The terms Gold, Silver and Bronze have been
taken from the emergency services to represent three levels of command. These terms
were selected over military specific terms in order to allow research to be conducted
at a number of levels of the command structure. The role of each of the command
levels can be significantly changed by adding and removing displayed information as
well as the level of functionality. This ability of the system allows experimentation
into the optimal display requirements for each level for any given situation.
Figure 1 shows an example of a traditional hierarchal structure here information is
passed up from bronze to silver then aggregated and send to gold. Information is also
sent down from gold to silver then disseminated to bronze. With the new capabilities
of NEC it is now possible to send information in almost any conceivable way as
shown in Figure 2, information can now easily be copied and distributed directly to
gold, or via a peer to peer network.
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Figure 1– Hierarchical Command structure

Figure 2– Hierarchical Command structure

The system
The system has been developed to be fully mobile, it takes advantage of existing
3G networks allowing experiments to be conducted globally anywhere a mobile
phone network can be found. A number of experiments have been conducted at
Brunel universities Uxbridge campus, this environment is a controllable setting it
provides a realistic and, therefore, ecologically valid urban battlespace landscape. The
campus covers an approximately rectangular area of 50 hectares, with an elevation of
7.5 metres and no significant gradient. The campus is laid out with 20 definable
structures (mainly concrete) ranging in height from approximately 3 metres to 20
metres (1 story to 8 stories respectively). The land adjacent to and between the
structures is covered with hard paving and grass. The total battlespace is bounded by a
perimeter road on all boundary faces, beyond which is chain link fencing on the South
and North boundaries, a public road on the West boundary and a small river on the
East boundary. A 3D representation of the total battlespace is provided in Figure 3
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Figure 3 – 3D model of campus environment
Technically the test bed is made up of a number of facilities the gold command
centre contains Three large (3m by 2.25m) Stewart screens with rear projection for
the peripheral screens and a front projector for the centre screen. Six Eiki LC-SX4Li
projectors are projected onto the screens, the periphery screens are rotated by 45
degrees from the centre screen creating an immersive environment. The centre
projector is 4.27m from the ground whilst the rear projectors are 1.30m. This allows
the user to get very close to the screen without obscuring the projected image (see
Figure 4). Green et al (2005) offer a more detailed description of the system and its
development.
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Figure 4 – Layout of Gold Command Centre
The information displayed on the screen is completely reconfigurable typically
information will be supplied by a number of field agents (bronze units) and
represented on the map. Typical information will include their position as well as
annotations for the agents and the area around them.
Silver units are presented with completely reconfigurable displays; the information
is presented to the unit on a standard laptop equipped with a 3G data card. Bronze
units are equipped with handheld PDAs (XDA Execs) running Windows mobile 5.
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Figure 5 – Brunel Gold Command Centre
In order to expedite the development time of the command software running at the
three levels it was decided to investigate a number of existing “commercial off the
shelf” (COTS) software packages. After some preliminary investigation it was
decided that the most promising option to investigate further was Google Earth.
Google earth is a free downloadable piece of software that has a number of benefits
for tracking the position of objects in a 3D streamed data version of the real world.
After a very short investigation it was clear that the software supported many of the
required functions. Like many other internet based programs Google Earth contains
satellite imagery of varying quality for the entire globe. Google Earth however
contains some clever algorithms that link this data together and stream it to the user. It
is possible to quickly navigate around by a number of methods, viewing the scene at a
number of zoom levels. Additional information and control can be added by getting
the software to read and write very simple text files called .KML. These are in many
ways very similar to HTML. The files can be easily added to a scene by dragging and
dropping or by an automated link allowing information to be shared between
concurrent users.
In order to add in further functionality such as support for the combat estimate
planning process an additional program is required to run along side Google Earth.
This program needs to be able to send and receive as much information as possible to
allow communication between the programs to be complete and seamless.
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The first stage of this process is to develop a piece of software as a proof of
concept that demonstrates communication between the two programs. Figure 5 shows
the two programs working with Google Earth on the Left hand side and the new
bespoke software on the right hand side. The icons can be seen to be positioned in the
same location on both maps.
When moving from a 2D static paper based system to a 3D dynamic system there
are a lot of considerations to be made. The C4I environment is very different to the
traditional 2D birds eye view maps used that are marked up with symbols printed on
transparencies stored in large folders. The 3D environment by its very nature can be
viewed from any angle and at various zoom distances. This brings with it many
advantages, the commander can view the battlefield in a traditional birds eye view or
can view the battle-space from a soldiers eye view. The map modelled at Brunel is of
a 3D texture mapped environment that is dynamic, the map is automatically updated
with time as units move and other information is received. The new technology brings
with it lots of additional capabilities that need to be carefully considered before they
are implemented. The ability to model future and past activities as animations now
exists as well as true real time updating of information, careful consideration has to be
placed on how this information is represented and who should receive it.
Around the world there have been a number of developments of military
symbology for computer based command and control applications. (Albinsson &
Fransson 2002; Object Raku Technology 2005; Mouat 2005). The display of
warfighting symbology has evolved from a static, manual operation to include fully
automated computer generation. A representation method is required that can be
transmitted over a number of communication channels at low bandwidth and rapidly
regenerated and understood at the other end. “The standardisation of warfighting
symbology plays an integral role in achieving interoperability during joint service
operations. While the primary focus of this standardisation is the electronic generation
of symbology, this effort must also support those mission requirements where
symbology is hand drawn by the warfighter.” (US DOD 1999)
The fact that the domain modelled is dynamic lends itself very well to a C4I
representation. Albinsson (2005) comments that the system as a whole will, to a great
extent, change states without a particular user’s intervention. Here for the first time
the process of updating the map has become automated, the action of automating this
processes brings with it many additional considerations, for the first time the human is
taken out of the loop and the ability to apply a ‘sanity check’ is removed.

Conclusions
This document has outlined the development of the Brunel Command and Control
System.
The requirements have been born out of documents created by observation and
analysis of multiple military, emergency services and civilian command and control
scenarios. The system has and will continue to be developed in an iterative fashion
incorporating new currently unanticipated levels of functionality as they are identified
by future analysis and experimentation.
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The paper has introduced a number of areas to be investigated further and raises a
number of issues that need to be addressed in the move from a traditional static paper
based representation of the domain to a dynamic digital representation. Work is
currently ongoing on the development of the system in line with a number of
experimental studied.
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